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Changes in Webshop G5 version 2.40.1

General

New Features

(511) The supplement PunchOut is added. 

Enables functionality to login and handle shopping cart from third party solution. 

This supports OCI v. 3, 4 and 5..

(1274) The layout of the shopping cart is updated.

(1585) Enhanced SEO - Search engine optimization. Including:

H1 for product name.

Specific titles and meta-tags for each category.

Google tag manager support.

Canonical url for categories.

Page number in title.

Part description in url.

(1815) Enhanced the compatibility of the top list component for handheld devices. 

(1878) A warning banner is added in the admin-interface that links to diagnostics view

when the webshop is not properly configured. 

(1904) Support for the setting VAT group for EU customers is implemented. 

(1996) Support to set price list for new customers in the EU is implemented.

Corrections

(1598) With the Sales option active, staggered prices would not work for anyone logged in

as a Seller. 

(1752) Manage parts in the administration interface would not update result pages when

filtering. 

(1753) Fixed an issue that could cause an error in the Klarna widget. 

(1778) Users would not get the currency that they have in MONITOR when they logged in.

(1789) Calculated delivery date now use non working days properly in the calculations.

(1799) An issue with related parts is fixed.

(1809) Resolved an issue that caused news marked as “Not available” to be displayed. 
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(1811) A part with an improperly setup property filter could cause a program error. 

(1840) A program error could occur in the Web shop if the there was no customer set for

visitors.

(1872) Filtering of parts in Manage parts is improved.

(1877) Added a warning message if there is unsaved changes when leaving Manage parts.

(1913) The cache function for parts has been improved, to increase performance.

(2003) Register private customer allowed a personal number longer than supported by

MONITOR. 

(2022) Depending on customers currency and selected pricelist, price could be displayed

incorrect if user changed currency. 

(2052) Resolved an issue causing the part description to be empty in quote confirmation e-

mails.

(2074) For purchases made with Klarna, the customer address was not always

included/saved.

 




